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Introduction
Preferences and choice behavior are influenced by a consumer's own tastes and also the tastes of others. People who identify with a particular group often adopt the preferences of the group, resulting in choices that are interdependent. Examples include the preference for particular brands (e.g. Abercrombie and Fitch) and even entire product categories (e.g. minivans). Interdependence may be driven by social concerns, by endorsements from respected individuals that increase a brand's credibility, or by learning the preference of others who may have information not available to the decision maker. Moreover, since people engage in multiple activities with their families, co-workers, neighbors and friends, interdependent preferences can propagate across and through multiple networks.
Quantitative models of consumer purchase behavior often do not recognize that preferences and choices are interdependent. Economic models of choice typically assume that an individual's latent utility is a function of brand and attribute preferences, not the preferences of others. Preferences are assumed to vary across consumers in a manner described either by exogenous covariates, such as demographics (e.g., household income), or by independent draws from a mixing distribution in random-effects models (see Rossi 1999, Kamakura and Russell 1989) . However, if preferences in a market are interdependently determined, their pattern will not be well represented by a simple linear model of exogenous covariates. Failure to include high-order interaction terms in the model to reflect interdependent influences will result in correlated structure of unobserved heterogeneity, where the draws from a random-effects mixing distribution are dependent, not independent.
In this paper, we introduce a Bayesian model of interdependent preferences in a consumer choice context. We employ a parsimonious autoregressive structure that captures the endogenous relationship between an individual's preference and the preference of others in the same network. Our model allows for a complex network associated with multiple explanatory variables. In addition, our model allows us to incorporate explanatory variables in both an exogenous and endogenous (i.e., interdependent) manner. A Markov chain Monte Carlo method is employed to estimate the model parameters.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature in economics and marketing on interdependent preference, providing rationale for our model structure. Section 3 lays out the model and estimation procedure, and section 4 presents a numerical simulation to assess the accuracy of the model in recovering the true parameter values.
An empirical application of the model is set forth in section 5 to study the interdependence in a binary choice decision: whether to buy a foreign brand or a domestic brand of mid-sized car.
Section 6 offers concluding comments.
Review of Interdependent Preference Studies
People do not live in a world of isolation. They interact with each other when forming their opinions, beliefs and preferences. Interdependent preference (or preference interaction) has been defined as "occurring when an agent's preference ordering over the alternatives in a choice set depends on the actions chosen by other agents" (Manski 2000) . This effect has also been called "peer influences" (Duncan, Haller and Portes 1968) , "neighborhood effects" (Case 1991) , "bandwagon effect" (Leibenstein 1950 ) and "conformity" (Bernheim 1994 ) in studies of interdependence.
Interdependent preferences can arise in many ways. Reasons include social concerns, reductions in transaction costs (i.e., network externalities) and the signaling effect of another's brand ownership on inferred attribute-levels.
In addition, interdependent preferences may appear to be present in economic demand models in which key explanatory variables are either omitted (e.g., household income) or unobserved (e.g., media exposure). Our review of the literature focuses on the former explanation, and the model specification is guided by the potential mechanisms by which interdependent preference arises. The review below provides a useful guide to researchers studying the origins of utility.
Pioneering work on interdependent preference was conducted by Duesenberry (1949) and Leibenstein (1950) . Duesenberry described several examples of interdependence in consumer consumption behavior. Using data on consumer purchases made in 1935-36, he found that the percentage of income spent on consumption is highly correlated with the person's rank order in the local income distribution. Leibenstein (1950) formally incorporated the phenomenon of "conspicuous consumption" into a theory of consumer demand. Through a conceptual experiment, he showed that the demand curve will be more elastic if there is a bandwagon effect than if the demand is based only on the functional attributes of the commodity. Since this work, a large body of literature has emerged that has examined the theory and empirical evidence of interdependent preference.
Theoretical Research on Interdependent Preference
In the theory domain, Hayakawa and Venieris (1977) derived several utility theories and axioms for preference interdependence. Their theories predict that the income effect associated with a price change will become dominant as the budget expenditure is relaxed. Moreover, their research points to the need for a concept of psychological complementarity to capture the role of reference group in a consumer choice calculus. While Hayakawa and Venieris's framework is mainly static, several other papers have tried to address the influence of preference interdependence adding a temporal dimension. For example, Cowan, Coman and Swann (1997) derived the steady state and dynamic properties of the distribution of consumption when different reference groups were used. Bernheim (1994) suggests a theory of how standards of behavior might evolve in response to changes in the distribution of intrinsic preferences.
While the focus of studying the interdependent effects in economics is mainly on its impact on demand theory and econometric implications, researchers in the marketing have paid more attention to explaining the mechanisms of the interdependent preferences among consumers in the context of reference group formation and influence. These two areas of research are distinguished. The first examines the reasons that individuals conform to the behavior of a reference group. Researchers have identified three sources of social influence on buyer behavior: internalization, identification and compliance (Kelman 1961; Burnkrant and Consineau 1975; Lessig and Park 1977) . Internalization occurs when a person adopts other people's influence because it is perceived to "inherently conductive to the maximization of his value." In other words, people are willing to learn from others in a sense that this could help them make a better decision that optimizes their own returns. Identification occurs when adopting from others because the "behavior is associated with a satisfying self-defining relationship" to the other. Compliance occurs when "the individual conforms to the expectations of another in order to receive a reward or avoid punishment mediated by that other."
The second area of research in marketing examines the relative influence of alternative mechanisms on individual consumer behavior. Bearden and Etzel (1982) studied how reference groups influence an individual consumer's purchase decisions at both product and brand level. Lessig and Park (1982) showed that the degree of reference group influence is dependent on the product related characteristics such as complexity, conspicuousness and brand distinction. Childers and Rao (1992) found that reference-group influence varies for products consumed in different occasions (public vs. private) and for different reference groups (familial vs. peer).
Interdependent preferences can therefore be associated with multiple covariates, and can lead to either conformity or individuality in preferences. In the next section we present a model capable of reflecting these effects, within the framework of an economic choice model.
Measuring Interdependence
In the empirical domain, a considerable amount of effort has been devoted to developing econometric models and estimation methods that incorporate interpersonal dependence (Pollak 1976; Kapteyn 1977; Stadt, Kapteyn and Geer 1985) . Some empirical applications include studying interdependent preference in consumer expenditure allocations (Darough, Pollak and Wales 1983; Alessie and Kapteyn 1991; Kaptyen et. al. 1997) , labor supply (Aronsson, Blomquist and Sacklen 1999) , rice consumption (Case 1991) , and elections (Smith and LeSage 2000) . The focus of these studies is typically very aggregate, with the dependent variable reflecting average behavior (e.g. consumption) within a particular geographic region (e.g. zip code). Furthermore, they tend to use a single network to model the preference interdependence.
Methodological research in marketing on interdependent preferences has recently been spurred by developments in simulation-based estimation that facilitate flexible models of consumer heterogeneity, including models where dependence is spatially related. Arora and Allenby (1999) In this paper we develop an autoregressive mixture model and apply it to the latent utility in a discrete choice model. The autoregressive model relates an individual's latent utility to the utility of other individuals, reflecting the potential interdependence of preferences. Explanatory variables are incorporated into the autoregressive process through a weighting matrix that describes the network. The mixture aspect of the model allows the weighting matrix to be defined by multiple covariates, with covariate importance estimated from the data. Covariates are also related to the expected value of the latent utilities to capture exogenous, as opposed to endogenous effects.
A Hierarchical Bayes Autoregressive Mixture Model
In this section, we first introduce a binary choice model that captures the potential social dependency of preferences among individuals. Then we briefly describe the prior distribution specification and estimation procedure using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. A detailed description of the estimation algorithm is provided in the appendix.
An Autoregressive Discrete Choice Model
Suppose we observe choice information for a set of individuals (i = 1,…,m) who are not associated with an interdependent network and whose preferences are exogenously determined.
Assume that the individual is observed to make a selection between two choice alternatives (y i = 1 or 0) that is driven by the difference in latent utilities, U ik , for the two alternatives (k = 1,2).
The probability of selecting the second alternative over the first is:
where z i is the latent preference for the second alterative over the first alternative, x i is a vector of covariates that captures the differences of the characteristics between the two choice alternatives z ~ Normal(Xβ,I) .
The presence of interdependent networks creates preferences that are endogenous and mutually dependent, resulting in an error covariance matrix (Σ) with non-zero off diagonal elements. The presence of off-diagonal elements in the covariance matrix leads to conditional and unconditional expectations of preferences that differ. The expectation of latent preference, z, in equation (4) is equal to Xβ regardless of whether preferences of other individuals are known.
However, if the off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are non-zero, then the conditional expectation of the latent preference for one individual is correlated with the revealed preference of another individual:
where the subscripts apply to appropriate elements of the parameters. Positive covariance leads to a greater expectation of preference z 2 if it is known that z 1 is greater than its mean, X 1 β. In the probit model, choice (y i ) is revealed, corresponding to a range of latent preferences (i.e., z i > 0).
The computation of conditional expectation is therefore associated with an integration over a range of possible conditioning arguments.
An approach to inducing covariation among the error terms is to augment the error term in equation (2) with a second error term from an autoregressive process (LeSage 2000):
where ε and u are iid error terms, θ is a vector of autoregressive parameters where the matrix ρW reflects the interdependence of preferences across individuals. The specification in equation (7) is similar to that encountered in time series analysis, except that co-dependence can exist between two elements, whereas in time series analysis the dependence is directional (e.g., an observation at time t-k can affect an observation at time t, but not vice versa). Co-dependence is captured by non-zero entries appearing in both the upper and lower triangular sub-matrices of W.
It is assumed that the diagonal elements w ii are equal to zero and each row sums to one. The coefficient ρ measures the degree of overall association among the units of analysis beyond that captured by the covariates, X. Positive (negative) value of ρ indicates positive (negative) correlation among people.
It is worth noting that in our model of interdependent preferences, there is a network propagation effect captured in equation (7), where in the exogenous model the effect associated with a covariate does not propagate among consumers. Our model presents a simple test on the existence of propagation effect. If ρ is significantly different from zero, then we conclude that there could be some interdependent preference beyond what is captured in the x'β term in equation (6).
The augmented-error model results in latent preferences with non-zero covariance:
This specification 1 is different from that encountered in standard spatial data models (see Cressie 1991, p.441) where the error term ε is not present and the covariance term is equal to σ 2 (I-ρW)
-1 (I-ρW') -1 . The advantage of specifying the error in two parts is that it leads itself to estimation and analysis using the method of data augmentation (Tanner and Wong, 1987) . The autoregressive parameter θ is responsible for the nonzero covariances in the latent preferences, z, but is not present in the likelihood specification (equation (10) We specify the autoregressive matrix W as a finite mixture of coefficient matrices, each related to a specific covariate:
where k indexes the covariates, k = 1,…, K. The weights, φ k , reflect the relative importance of the component matrices, W k , with each associated with a different explanatory variable. W 1 , for example, may be related to the physical proximity of the individual residences, W 2 to their age, W 3 to their income, W 4 to their ethnicity, and so on. Within each matrix, W k , the diagonal elements are assumed equal to zero, the off diagonal elements reflect the distance between individuals in terms of the k th covariate, and each row sums to one. The weighted sum of them component matrices, W, also has these properties since the weights, φ k , sum to one. In our specification we re-parameterize φ k with a logit specification:
and estimate α j unrestricted with α K = 0.
The model described by equations (1), (6), (7), (8) and (9) is statistically identified. This can be seen by considering the choice probability Pr(y i =1) = Pr(z i > 0) = Pr(x i 'β + ε i + θ i > 0).
The right side of the later expression is zero, and the variance of ε i is one. These specifications identify the probit model in terms of location and scale because an arbitrary constant cannot be added to the right side of the expression, and multiplying by a scalar quantity would alter the variance of ε i . Moreover, the finite mixture specification described by equation (10), (11) and (12) is identified because the rows of W k and the mixture probabilities are normalized to add to one. However, we note that care must be exercised in comparing estimates of β from the independent probit model (equation (4)) with that from the autoregressive model (equation (10)) because of the differences in the magnitude of the covariance matrix. We return to the issue of statistical identification below when demonstrating properties of the model in a simulation study.
Our model is based on the framework developed by Smith and LeSage (2001) , but extends theirs in the following ways. First, the spatial matrix W in their model is constrained to be only geographic specific. We introduce a more flexible structure to capture different sources of interdependence across multiple networks. Second, most applications in this area of research, including Smith and LeSage (2001) , focus on zip code level analysis. Our analysis investigates interdependence at the individual level which is of interest to marketing.
Prior Specification and Markov chain Estimation
We estimate the autoregressive discrete choice model using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. This method of estimation requires specification of prior distributions for the model parameters in equation (10), and derivation of the full conditional distribution of model parameters. The prior distributions are set to be diffuse and conjugate when possible. We use some standard prior distribution specification as follows: The Markov chain proceeds by generating draws from the set of conditional posterior distributions of the parameters. As mentioned above, we augment the model parameters θ in equation (7) that capture the dependent error structure through an autoregressive process. By conditioning on θ i , the latent preference, z i , is seen to arise from a standard binomial probit model with mean x i 'β + θ i and independent errors. Furthermore, the conditional distributions of the model parameters, given θ, are of standard form. A detailed description of the full conditional distributions is provided in Appendix A. We note that generating draws from the full conditional distribution of θ is computationally demanding, and we adopted the method proposed by Smith and LeSage (2000) to iteratively generate draws for the elements of θ. Appendix B briefly outlines this method.
A Simulation Study
In this section, we demonstrate properties of the autoregressive choice model and investigate the relationship between sample size and accuracy of the MCMC estimator. We focus our analysis on the model without the latent mixing distribution described in equation (11) through equation (13).
Data Simulation
We simulate three datasets. The first dataset is comprised of 50 individuals and the second dataset contains 500 individuals. We assume the individuals are connected circularly, 
We assume that X is comprised of two covariates generated from a standard normal distribution, (10) and applying the censoring described in equation (1). The covariance matrix of the latent preference distribution for the five individuals described by the autoregressive matrix in equation (18) is: The covariance between the first and third individual is nonzero despite the fact that these two individuals are not neighbors. The first individual is connected to the second individual and the second to the third in the autoregressive matrix (equation (18)). The connections induce nonzero covariance between the first and third individuals, reflecting the correlation of the circular network. The variances along the diagonal of Σ are equal, reflecting the fact that each individual has exactly two neighbors. To examine the performance of the estimator for a heteroskedastic error matrix, we include a third case in which the matrix W is formulated using data from our empirical study (reported below). This third simulation study contains 666 observations.
Accuracy of Parameter Estimates
Estimation results are presented in Table 1 . We ran the Markov chain for 5000 iterations and deleted the first 1000 draws for 'burn-in' of the chain. The last 4000 draws were used to calculate the posterior mean and standard deviation of the parameters. From the table, we see that the coefficient estimates are close to their true values, even in small samples. As expected, the true parameters lie inside the 95% highest posterior density intervals of the posterior distributions, and the accuracy of the estimator improves as the sample size increases. We also ran the Markov chain for 10,000 iterations and found no appreciable difference in the estimates reported in table 1. These results support our conclusion that the autoregressive choice model is statistically identified and our estimation using data augmentation is valid. = = Table 1 
Assessing Differences in Regression Coefficients
The presence of an autoregressive component in the error term changes the variance of the probit model from the identity matrix to Σ = I + σ 2 (I-ρW) -1 (I-ρW') -1 . As illustrated in equation (19), the autoregressive specification can lead to large changes in the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix. Care must therefore be exercised when interpreting the regression coefficients associated with the mean of the multivariate normal distribution. Although we have demonstrated that the autoregressive specification leads to an identified model, these coefficients must be interpreted relative to the scale of the error term. This is most easily accomplished by computing the expected change in the choice probability for a change in the independent variable. Table 2 contains the regression coefficient estimates for the dataset with 500 observations discussed above, along with regression estimates from a traditional binary probit model with Σ = I (that is, setting all θ i to 0). The regression estimates for the autoregressive model are much larger than those obtained from the independent probit model. However, when these coefficients are converted to expected derivatives of the choice probability at x 1 = 0 and x 2 = 0, the estimates for the two models are seen to closely agree. The change in probability is 0.245 for the independent probit model (equation (4) 
Empirical Application
Data were collected by a marketing research company on purchases of mid-sized cars in the United States. We obscure the identity of the cars for the purpose of confidentiality. The cars are functionally substitutable, priced in a similar range, and are distinguished primarily by their national origin: Japanese and non-Japanese. Japanese cars have a reputation for reliability and quality in the last twenty years, and we seek to understand the extent to which preferences are inter-dependent among consumers.
We investigate two sources of dependence -geographic and demographic neighbors.
Geographic neighbors are created by physical proximity and measured in terms of geographic distance among individuals' places of residence. Demographic neighbors are defined in terms of similar demographic variables. Young people, for example, are more likely to associate with other young people, obtain information from them, and may want to conform to the beliefs to their reference group to gain group acceptance and social identity. We empirically test these referencing structures and analyze their importance in driving the preferences.
We operationalize the different referencing schemes as follows. The data include information on the longitude and latitude information of each person's residence, and we can calculate the geographic distance between person i and j as follows:
where denotes the longitude and denotes the latitude of individual j's home. We further assume that geographic influence is an inverse function of the geographic distance:
An alternative geographic specification of W that leads to a symmetric matrix is to identify neighbors by the zip code of their home mailing address:
1 if person i and person j have the same zip code; 0 otherwise.
We operationalize demographic neighbors in terms of people who share characteristics such as education, age, income, etc. Individuals in the dataset are divided into groups defined by age of the head of the household (3 categories), annual household income (3 categories), ethnic affiliation (2 categories) and education (2 categories). This leads us to a maximum of 36 groups, 31 of which are presented in our sample. The demographic specification of W becomes: 1 if person i and person j belong to the same demographic group; 0 otherwise.
The data consist of 857 consumers who live in 122 different zip codes. Table 3 (1) - (3)) in which θ i = 0, the latent preferences are independent after accounting for the influence of the covariates in mean of the latent distribution (equation (4)). Knowledge that an individual actually purchased a Japanese car provides no help in predicting the preferences and choices of other individuals. When preferences are interdependent, information about others' choices is useful in predicting choices, and this information is provided through θ i as described in equation (7).
In-sample fit is assessed using the importance sampling method of Newton and Raftery (1994, p.21 ) that re-weights the conditional likelihood of the data. Conditional on θ, this evaluation involves the product of independent probit probabilities and is easy to compute.
Computing the out of sample fit is more complicated. Our analysis proceeds as it would in developing a customer scoring model, by constructing the autocorrelation matrices W for the entire dataset (857 observations), but estimating the model parameters using the first 666 observations. We obtain the augmented parameters for the holdout sample, θ p , by noting that Table 4 reports the in sample and out sample fit statistics for six different models. The first model is an independent binary probit model (equations 1-3) where the probability of purchasing a Japanese car is associated with the feature differences between cars, demographics information for the individual, geographic information (longitude, latitude), and dummy variables for the demographic groups. The dummy variables can be viewed as an attempt to capture high-order interactions of the covariates. Dummy variables for only 19 of the 31 groups are included because the proportion of buyers of Japanese cars in the remaining groups is at or near 100%. Thus, the first model attempts to approximate the structure of heterogeneity using a flexible exogenous specification.
The second model is a random-effects model that assumes people living in the same zip code have identical price and option coefficients. Geographic and demographic variables are incorporated into the model specification to adjust the model intercept and the mean of the random-effects distribution. The second model represents a standard approach to modeling preferences, incorporating observed and unobserved heterogeneity. Models 3-6 specify four variations of interdependent models in which consumer preferences are endogenous, or interdependent. Models 3 and 4 are alternative specifications for geographic neighbors (equations (21) and (22)), whereas Model 5 specifies the autoregressive matrix in terms of the 31 demographic groups (equation 23). Model 6 incorporates both geographic and demographic structures using the finite mixture model in equations (11) that there is stronger evidence of interdependence in the autoregressive models than in a randomeffects model based on zip codes. Moreover, adding quadratic and cubic terms for longitude and latitude results in a slight improvement in-sample fit (i.e, from -203.809 to -193.692 ) and an out-of-sample fit (i.e., from 0.158 to of 0.154). This supports the view that people have similar preferences not only because they share similar demographic characteristics that may point to similar patterns of resource allocation (an exogenous explanation), but also because there is an endogenous interdependence among people. Furthermore, Model 3 and 4 produce very similar fit statistics, which indicates that geographic neighbor based weighting matrix performs a good approximation to geographic distance based weighting matrix. The introduction of both of geographic and demographic referencing schemes in Model 6 leads to an improvement in the fit, showing that both reference groups are important in influencing the individual's preference.
Parameter estimates for the six models are reported in table 5. We note that, in general, the coefficient estimates are largely consistent across the six models, indicating that all of the models are somewhat successful in reflecting the data structure. Since Model 6 yields the best in-sample and out-sample fit, we focus our discussion on its parameter estimates. The estimates indicate that price, age, income, ethnic origin, longitude and latitude are significantly associated with car purchases, with Asians, younger people, people with high incomes, and living more southern and more western preferring Japanese makes of car. 
Summary and Concluding Remarks
In this paper we introduce an autoregressive multivariate binomial probit model to study interdependent choices among individuals. The model is specified in a hierarchical Bayes framework and estimation algorithms are derived using data augmentation to simplify the computations. We investigate the influence of two possible sources of interdependent influence: geographic neighbors and demographic neighbors. Geographic neighbors are individuals who reside in close proximity to each other, while demographic neighbors are identified by demographic variables that point to social networks.
Alternative model specifications are used to investigate variation in preferences. We find that a standard random-effect specification is inferior to an autoregressive specification. In the random-effect specification, variation in preferences across individuals is modeled as independent draws from a mixing distribution, whereas in an autoregressive specification the variation in preferences propagates through the networks. If person i is a neighbor of person j, and j is a neighbor of k, then person i can influence person k through person j. Such dependencies are not well reflected in iid draws from a mixing distribution.
We apply the autoregressive model to a dataset where the dependent variable is whether an individual purchases a Japanese make of car. Our empirical application demonstrates that: (i) there is a preference interdependence among individual consumers that reflects conformity (ρ > 0); (ii) the preference interdependence is more likely to take an endogenous influence structure than a simple exogenous structure; (iii) the geographically defined network is more important in explaining individual consumer behavior than demographic network. However, since our data is cross-sectional, we are unable to identify the true cause of the interdependence.
Choice models have been used extensively in the analysis of marketing data. In these applications, most of the analysis depends on the assumption that individual forms his or her own preferences and makes a choice decision irrespective of other people's preferences. However, people live in a world where they are inter-connected, information is shared, recommendations made, and social acceptance is important. Interdependence is therefore a more realistic assumption in models of preference heterogeneity.
Our model can be applied and extended in many ways. Opinion leaders, for example, are individuals that exert a high degree of influence on others, and could be identified with extreme realizations of the augmented parameter, θ i . Aspiration groups that affect others, but are not themselves affected, could be modeled with an autoregressive matrix W that is asymmetric.
Temporal aspects of influence, including the word of mouth and 'buzz' (Rosen 2000) could be investigated with longitudinal and cross-sectional data with the autoregressive matrix W defined on both dimensions. Such time series data would help us to identify the source and nature of interdependence. Finally, the model can be extended to apply to multinomial response data to investigate the extent of interdependent preference in brand purchase behavior, or extended to study the interdependence in β coefficients across people. These applications and extensions will contribute to our understanding of extended product offerings and the appropriateness of "iid" heterogeneity assumptions commonly made in models of consumer behavior.
Appendix A: Markov chain Monte Carlo Estimation
Estimation is carried out by sequentially generating draws from the following distributions:
1. Given the choice, a latent continuous variable z can be generated for the probit model.
We use Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with a random walk chain to generate draws (see Chib and Greenberg 1995) . Let denote the previous draw, and then the next draw is given by:
with the accepting probability α given by: We elect to estimate α rather than φ directly. We use Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with a random walk chain to generate draws (similar to generating ρ ). Let denote the previous draw, and then the next draw is given by:
with the accepting probability α given by:
∆ is a draw from the density Normal(0, 0.005I). 0 α is a vector of 0, and T is a prior covariance matrix with diagonal elements being equal to 100 and 0 for all off-diagonal elements.
The choice for parameters of this density ensures an acceptance rate of over 50%. Next, we briefly describe the procedure. 
{ }
where C denotes a constant that does not involve parameters of interest. Substituting the above expressions back and we can write the conditional posterior distribution of i θ as follows:
We compared speed of this algorithm relative to generating θ by directly inverting the matrix , and sampling from a multivariate distribution. The algorithm results in a 5-fold decrease in the total time required for one iteration of the 6 step algorithm for the second simulation study involving 500 observations. x Note that for other subgroups, estimation of these group level effects are not feasible because of the perfect or close to perfect correlation between the group dummy variable and y.
(b). In sample model fit is measured by the log marginal density calculated using the importance sampling method of Newton and Raftery (1994, P. 21) .
(c). Our sample fit is measured by mean absolute deviation of estimated choice probability and actual choice. 1.9 -7.9 Theta -7.7 -7.5
1.8
Longitude
Note that the origin for longitude and latitude is -110 and 30. All the longitude and latitude information presented here is related to this origin specification. 
Profiling the Two Groups

